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A fully coupled, nonlinear model is presented that characterizes the three-dimensional �3D� strain
and magnetization response to magnetic field at constant stress in cubic magnetostrictive materials.
A multiscale thermodynamic approach is taken which accounts for nonlinear anisotropy, material
texture, and hysteresis effects. The model is validated with measurements of textured polycrystalline
Galfenol. The model provides an efficient framework for characterization, design, and control of
Galfenol �Fe–Ga� devices with 3D functionality subjected to combined magnetic field and stress
loading. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3129316�

I. INTRODUCTION

The direct magnetomechanical effect is the dimensional
change associated with a change in magnetic state in mag-
netic materials. With the advent of magnetostrictive Gal-
fenol, which has ductility similar to steel and can be utilized
in three-dimensional �3D� systems, models that predict 3D
magnetomechanical behavior have become increasingly im-
portant. Magnetic anisotropy and material texture cause the
magnetization and strain response to magnetic fields and
stresses to depend on the application direction. Magnetostric-
tive devices have often been limited to unidirectional load-
ing, due in part to the brittleness of Terfenol-D. Accurate,
nonlinear, and low-order transducer models often rely on
one-dimensional �1D� constitutive models such as the Jiles-
Atherton theory of ferromagnetic hysteresis1 and the Prei-
sach model.2 Smith’s homogenized energy framework3 is at-
tractive for incorporation into detailed 3D boundary value
problems.

Recently, Datta et al.4 presented a 3D, quasistatic trans-
ducer model for single-crystal Galfenol in bending which
couples Euler–Bernoulli beam theory with the Armstrong5

model for characterizing magnetomechanical behavior. The
3D Armstrong5 model has also been used to model the an-
hysteretic magnetomechanical behavior of polycrystals6 and
hysteresis of single crystals.7 The model is a statistical ap-
proach in which it is assumed that magnetic moment orien-
tations �� ,�� follow a Boltzmann distribution. Magnetome-
chanical coupling is incorporated through a stress-induced
anisotropy term in the total energy �E� used in the distribu-
tion. In the Armstrong model, a bulk quantity is calculated as
an energy weighted integral of the point-wise quantity over
all possible domain orientations,

Q̄ =

�
0

� �
0

2�

Q��,��e−E��,��/�d�d�

�
0

� �
0

2�

e−E��,��/�d�d�

. �1�

The weighted average �1� serves to smooth the sharp transi-
tions obtained by direct minimization of the total energy.

To characterize, design, and control general Galfenol de-
vices with 3D functionality, it is necessary to quantify the
effects of domain wall motion, material texture, hysteresis,
and transducer geometry. Extending the Armstrong model �1�
to include these effects comes at great computational ex-
pense, hence limiting the utility of the resulting model. For
example, to include irreversible domain wall motion Atu-
lasimha et al.7 approximate the double integral in Eq. �1�
with a summation of 98 point evaluations, which leads to 98
ordinary differential equations to be solved. Armstrong’s ap-
proach to including irreversible domain wall motion is less
computationally intensive, as it only considers eight domain
orientations corresponding to the eight easy crystal directions
or internal energy minima in Terfenol-D.8 However, the ap-
proach is accurate only when the applied field or stress is
aligned with an easy crystal axis, since the easy crystal di-
rections do not rotate.

Extending Eq. �1� to include texture effects �neglecting
grain boundary interactions� can be done through a summa-
tion of double integrals.6 To solve the boundary-value prob-
lem of general Galfenol transducers it is necessary to couple
Maxwell’s equations with momentum conservation equations
through a constitutive model relating magnetization and
strain to stress and magnetic field. This system of partial
differential equations must be discretized for numerical solu-
tion and the constitutive model evaluated at each node. A
computationally efficient constitutive model is thus highly
desirable.

In this paper we present a low-order constitutive model
describing 3D magnetization and 3D strain as a function of
applied magnetic field and stress. Owing to its computational
efficiency, the model is ideal for design and control of cubic
magnetostrictive devices. The model provides greater accu-
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racy than Armstrong’s8 hysteresis model, while avoiding the
computational expense of the approach presented by Atu-
lasimha et al.7 Rather than discretize Eq. �1� with a large
number of fixed orientations, we directly minimize the en-
thalpy in order to find the stress and magnetic field depen-
dent local minima. Since the empirical smoothing operator
�1� most heavily weights the enthalpy minima, good accu-
racy is achieved using only six orientations which rotate with
stress and field.

II. MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Ferromagnetic materials are composed of regions of uni-
form magnetization Ms called domains.9 In the Stoner–
Wohlfarth �SW� approximation used here and in other mag-
netomechanical models,10 the material is modeled as a
collection of noninteracting, single-domain particles.11 The
internal energy of a particle is due to magnetocrystalline an-
isotropy which, for body-centered cubic materials such as
Galfenol, makes domains align in the �100� and �111� direc-
tions in the absence of field and stress. Work is required to
rotate domains away from these easy directions. Gallium
content affects the anisotropy energy and hence which direc-
tions are easy. Measurements of Galfenol’s anisotropy12 in-
dicate that for Galfenol having less than 20 at. % Ga, the
�100� directions are easy. As magnetic fields H and stresses
T are applied, domains rotate toward the field direction and
perpendicular to the principal stress directions. When mag-
netic domains rotate, the magnetomechanical coupling in-
duces lattice strain and bulk magnetostriction. For a material
composed of a collection of SW particles in thermodynamic
equilibrium having r possible orientations, the bulk magne-
tization M and strain S due to magnetostriction are the sum

of the magnetization Msm̂
k and magnetostriction Ŝm

k due to

each orientation, weighted by the volume fraction �̂k of par-
ticles in each orientation

M = Ms�
k=1

r

�̂km̂k, S = �
k=1

r

�̂kŜm
k . �2�

The equilibrium orientations and magnetostrictions are found
from the enthalpy of a single SW particle and the equilibrium
volume fractions are calculated with the empirical smoothing
function �1�.

A. Equilibrium orientations

The energy formulation here pertains to noninteracting,
single-domain particles in accordance with the SW model for
magnetization.11 The material is assumed to be well below
the Curie temperature so that the thermal energy may be
neglected. The internal energy of a particle with orientation
m= �m1 m2 m3� is due to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
energy, which can be expressed as a series expansion.9 After
considering the cubic crystal symmetry and neglecting
higher order terms, the internal energy with natural depen-
dence on magnetization is

U�m� = K4�m1m2 + m2m3 + m3m1� , �3�

where K4 is the fourth-order cubic anisotropy coefficient.
The enthalpy is

H�H,T� = U�m� − Sm · T − �0Msm · H . �4�

Here, T is the six-element stress vector in which the first
three components are the longitudinal stresses and the last
three are the shear stresses. The magnetostriction Sm

=Sm�m� has longitudinal components

Sm,i =
3

2
�100mi

2, i = 1,2,3 �5�

and shear components

Sm,4 = 3�111m1m2,

Sm,5 = 3�111m2m3,

Sm,6 = 3�111m3m1. �6�

These expressions are derived by balancing the elastic and
magnetoelastic coupling energies.9

For K4�0, the internal energy has six minima or easy
axes �r=6� in the �100� directions and for K4	0, the internal
energy has eight minima or easy axes �r=8� in the �111�
directions. Applied magnetic and magnetomechanical work
rotates particles away from the easy axes toward the mag-
netic field direction and perpendicular to the principal stress
directions �see Fig. 1�. The equilibrium orientations �m̂k ;
k=1, . . . ,r�, needed for calculation of the bulk magnetization
�2�, are obtained through the conditions �H /�mi=0 con-
strained to a unit sphere. The equilibrium magnetostrictions

�Ŝm
k ;k=1, . . . ,r�, needed for calculation of the bulk strain �2�

due to magnetostriction, are obtained by evaluating relations

�5� and �6� using the equilibrium orientations Ŝm
k =Sm�m̂k�.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Enthalpy with equilibrium orientations �solid� for �a�
no field or stress, �b� field �dash� and stress �dash-dot�, �c� field only, �d� and
stress only.
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B. Numerical calculation of equilibrium orientations

The derivatives of the enthalpy �H /�mi restricted to a
unit sphere are nonlinear functions of mi yielding equations
�H /�mi=0 which cannot be solved analytically. Newton’s
method may be used for approximating a solution. For ex-
ample, to calculate the energy equilibrium near the �001�
easy direction �when K4�0�, the system

m3 = 	1 − m1
2 − m2

2, �7�

�H
�m1

= 0, �8�

�H
�m2

= 0, �9�

is approximately solved by finding the perturbations m̃1, m̃2,
and m̃3 about the �001� direction from the linearized system

m3 
 �m3�0 + � �m3

�m1
�

0
m̃1 + � �m3

�m2
�

0
m̃2, �10�

�H
�m1


 � �H
�m1

�
0

+ � �2H
�m1

2�
0

m̃1 + � �2H
�m1m2

�
0
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�H
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 � �H
�m2

�
0

+ � �2H
�m1m2

�
0
m̃1 + � �2H

�m2
2�

0

m̃2 = 0, �12�

where the subscript 0 denotes evaluation of the quantity at
the linearization point �m1�0, �m2�0, and �m3�0 which is ini-
tially �m1�0=�m2�0=0, and �m3�0=1 for this case. Greater ac-
curacy is achieved by iterating according to Newton’s
method. Because of the moderate magnetocrystalline aniso-
tropy of Galfenol, the equilibrium direction will remain near
the �100� crystal directions; thus, high accuracy is achieved
with few iterations. Figure 2 shows the calculated equilibria
with no iteration �linear approximation�, 1 iteration, and 100
iterations. Excellent accuracy is achieved with only the linear
approximation. The error gets larger as the equilibrium gets
further away from the easy crystal direction, i.e., at the ends
of the magnetization kernel branches. However, the energy
also increases, so the global minimum switches before sig-
nificant error occurs.

The volume fractions are calculated as the energy
weighted average

�̂k =
exp�− Hk/��

�
j=1

r

exp�− H j/��

, �13�

where Hk is the enthalpy of the equilibrium orientation mk.
Substitution of Eq. �13� into Eq. �2� gives the bulk magneti-
zation and magnetostriction

M =

�
k=1

r

Msm̂
k exp�− Hk/��

�
k=1

r

exp�− Hk/��

, S =

�
k=1

r

Ŝk exp�− Hk/��

�
k=1

r

exp�− Hk��

.

�14�

The volume fraction �k calculated with Eq. �13� approaches
unity as Hk becomes much less than all other orientation
enthalpies H j. This property makes Eq. �14� a good approxi-
mation to Eq. �1� since it considers only orientations which
are locally minimum.

C. Single crystal, anhysteretic simulation and
discussion

Simulations of anhysteretic, single-crystal behavior in
the �001� and �011� directions are shown in Figs. 3 and 4,
respectively. The �100� directions are important because Gal-
fenol rods are typically grown with this orientation along the
rod axis. The �110� directions are important because thin
films manufactured by electrochemical deposition typically
have this orientation.13 The macroscopic magnetization and
magnetostriction were calculated from Eq. �14� with r=6
which assumes K4�0. Because of the crystal symmetry,
both application directions have only three distinct contribu-
tions to the macroscopic behavior from the six equilibrium
domain orientations. For �001� application there are equilib-

ria which remain fixed in the �001� and �001̄� directions.
They are constant with field because they are parallel with
the field. A third contribution comes from domains which are

aligned with the �100�, �1̄00�, �010�, and �01̄0� easy crystal
directions in the absence of field and rotate into the direction
of the applied field. Application of compressive stress de-
creases the slope of this contribution and increases its vol-
ume fraction. Both of these effects are due to the energy
decrease in orientations perpendicular to compressive stress.
The volume fraction increase results in a significant increase
in macroscopic magnetostriction because more domains go
through a full 90° rotation. A kink in the field-magnetization
and field-magnetostriction behavior also results as the field
eventually pulls all the domains to the �001� direction for

positive field and �001̄� direction for negative field.
The �011� application direction differs from the �001�

direction in its saturation behavior and magnetostriction
magnitude. The domain orientations which contribute to the
positive saturation behavior are the domain families which
start in the �010� and �001� easy crystal directions, the easy
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Equilibrium domain orientations for field and stress
applied in the �132� direction, calculated with 0, 1, and 100 iterations as
described in Sec. II B.
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crystal directions nearest the positive field direction, and ro-
tate into the applied field direction. The domain orientations
which contribute to the negative saturation behavior are the

domain families which start in the �01̄0� and �001̄� easy crys-
tal directions, the easy crystal directions nearest the negative
field direction, and rotate into the applied field direction.
Because of this rotation, saturation is gradual rather than
abrupt as in the �001� application. Furthermore, the magne-
tostriction decreases at high fields as the domains rotate
away from the easy crystal directions because the material
anisotropy is such that the magnetostriction is maximum in
the �100� directions and minimum in the �111� directions. A
third contribution to the macroscopic magnetization and
magnetostriction comes from domains which start in the

�100� and �1̄00� directions and rotate into the direction of the
applied field. Here, also compressive stress decreases the
slope of the contribution and increases its volume fraction
resulting in an increase in the total magnetostriction.

D. Hysteresis

Armstrong8 modeled hysteresis due to irreversible do-
main wall motion by including pinning energy in the evolu-
tion of the domain family volume fractions. We take a simi-
lar approach,

d�̂

dH
=

�̂an − �̂

K
, �15�

where K is proportional to the pinning site energy, �̂an is the
anhysteretic volume fraction given by Eq. �13�, and H is the
magnitude of the applied field. This implementation differs
from that of Armstrong in that the domains are allowed to
rotate in order to minimize the enthalpy, whereas Armstrong
only considered the eight fixed �111� orientations which cor-
respond to the easy crystal axes or internal energy minima in
Terfenol-D. Neglecting domain rotation limits the accuracy
of the model, especially when operated in directions away
from the easy axes. Atulasimha et al.7 improved the accuracy
by considering 98 fixed orientations. Allowing domains to
rotate in order to minimize enthalpy is thermodynamically
consistent and reduces the number of domain orientations to
be tracked to six while preserving accuracy.

This order of magnitude decrease in the number of vol-
ume fractions needed for good accuracy is especially impor-
tant for real-time, model-based controllers and when extend-
ing the model to include additional effects such as material
geometry and texture. Inclusion of geometry effects necessi-
tates numerical solution of Maxwell’s equations, requiring
evaluation of the model at many spatial locations. Material
texture or polycrystallinity, discussed in the next section, can
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Simulation of the ��a� and �b�� magnetization, ��c�
and �d�� magnetostriction, and ��e� and �f�� domain volume fractions for
�001� applied field with ��a�, �c�, and �e�� no prestress and ��b�, �d�, and �f��
30 MPa prestress �compression�. Solid lines are bulk quantities calculated
from Eq. �14� and dashed/dotted lines correspond to local equilibria calcu-
lated as described in Sec. II B and by Eq. �13�.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Simulation of the ��a� and �b�� magnetization, ��c�
and �d�� magnetostriction, and ��e� and �f�� domain volume fractions for
�011� applied field with ��a�, �c�, and �e�� no prestress and ��b�, �d�, and �f��
30 MPa prestress �compression�. Solid lines are bulk quantities calculated
from Eq. �14� and dashed/dotted lines correspond to local equilibria calcu-
lated as described in Sec. II B and by Eq. �13�.
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be included through stochastic homogenization, which re-
quires many evaluations of the model at each field and stress
value.

E. Polycrystallinity

Polycrystallinity is incorporated by considering the ma-
terial to be composed of regions of uniform crystal lattice
having a statistically distributed orientation with respect to
the coordinate frame of the applied field and stress. Interac-
tions at the grain boundaries are neglected. This approach is
similar to that of Appino et al.14 which considers in-plane
domain rotations in polycrystalline materials with uniaxial
anisotropy. For 3D rotations with cubic anisotropy, the bulk
magnetization takes the form

Mpoly = �
0

�/2 �
0

�/2

M�H,T,�0,�0�
��0,�0�d�0d�0, �16�

where ��0 ,�0� is the lattice shift in spherical coordinates of
the crystal lattice with respect to the field and stress direc-
tions. The grain orientation distribution 
 depends on the
material texture, which influences the bulk
magnetostriction.15 This approach differs from that of Atu-
lasimha et al.6 in that it considers a continuum of orientations
rather than a finite sample and can describe various textures
through the density 
. Consider, for example, cylindrical
rods grown by the techniques described by Summers et al.16

Orientation imaging microscopy shows a high degree of
grain alignment with grains narrowly distributed about the
rod axis. This motivates the use of a normal distribution


��0,�0� =
e−�0

2/2�2

�	2�

e−�0
2/2�2

�	2�
, �17�

where � is the standard deviation of the grain misalignment
angle. Since the �100� direction has the largest magnetostric-
tion, any off-axis grains tend to decrease the bulk
magnetostriction,16 hence as the distribution broadens �in-
creasing ��, the maximum magnetostriction decreases �see
Fig. 5�. The degree of grain alignment also affects the kinked
shape which arises due to the magnetic and stress anisotropy.
Increasing grain misalignment tends to decrease the effect of
kinking due to anisotropy �see Fig. 5�.

III. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The model given by Eqs. �14�–�16� is validated by com-
paring simulations to measurements of field-induced magne-
tization and strain at five levels of constant compressive
stress. The integral �16� is computed numerically with
Gauss–Quadrature integration and the distribution �17� is
used. The material sample used is research grade Fe81.6Ga18.4

from Etrema Products Inc., produced by the Free Stand Zone
Melt method, which results in a polycrystalline rod with a
large percentage of the grains having the �100� direction ori-
ented along the axis of the rod, consistent with Eq. �17�.
Magnetic field and induction are measured along the rod
axis. The model parameters are determined through a least-
squares algorithm with initial values in the parameter opti-
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Comparison of Galfenol inverse effect data with the hysteretic, polycrystalline model at stress levels of �13.8, �27.6, �41.4, �55.2,
and �69 MPa.
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mization algorithm chosen to be consistent with the litera-
ture. The optimized parameters are K=300 A /m, �=7.10°,
Ms=1.2610−3 kA /m, K4=36.0 kJ /m3, �100=174 ��,
�111=−13.3 ��, and �=1.6 kJ /m3. The accuracy of the
model is illustrated by the fact that a single set of model
parameters is used to accurately describe data sets at five
different compressive stresses �see Fig. 6�.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A low-order, 3D constitutive model relating magnetiza-
tion and strain to magnetic field and stress has been devel-
oped by utilizing thermodynamic principles with an empiri-
cal smoothing operator. By directly minimizing the enthalpy
to find the most likely domain orientations, smooth constitu-
tive behavior is achieved with a summation of only six
terms. As a result, the framework is extended to include ir-
reversible domain wall motion and material texture without
making it too cumbersome for use in distributed parameter,
general transducer models which are often solved with the
finite-element method, requiring evaluation of the material
constitutive model at each node. Comparison of the model to
experiments has shown it to accurately model field-induced
magnetization and strain at constant stress. The efficiency
and accuracy of the model make it ideal for lumped param-
eter transducer models which may be used for model-based,
real-time control of magnetostrictive devices. While accu-
rate, low-order transducer models have been developed for
magnetostrictive devices operated in 1D modes, the frame-

work developed here can be used for characterization, de-
sign, and control of Galfenol devices capable of 3D magnetic
field and stress loading.
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